Label-free electrical quantification of amplified nucleic acids through nanofluidic diodes.
A label-free method of quantifying nucleic acids in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is described and could be the basis for miniaturized devices that can amplify and detect target nucleic acids in real time. The method takes advantage of ionic current rectification effect discovered in nanofluidic channels exhibiting a broken symmetry in electrochemical potential - nanofluidic diodes. Nanofluidic diodes are prototyped here on nanopipettes readily pulled from individual thin-walled glass capillaries for a proof of concept demonstration yet the basic concept would be applicable to ionic rectifiers constructed through other means. When a nanopipette modified in the tip region with cationic polyelectrolytes is presented with an unpurified PCR product, the tip surface electrostatically interacts with the amplicons and modulates its ionic rectification direction in response to the intrinsic charge of those adsorbed. Modulations are gradual and correlate well with the mass concentration of the amplicons above 2.5 ng/μL, rather than their sizes, with adequate discrimination against the background. Moreover, the tip surface, following a measurement, is regenerated through a layer-by-layer assembly of cationic polyelectrolytes and amplicons. The regenerated tips are capable of measuring distinct mass concentrations without signs of noticeable degradation in sensitivity. Further, the tips are shown capable of reproducing the amplification curve of real-time PCR through sequential steps of surface regeneration and simple electrical readout during the intermediate reaction stages. This suggests that nanopipettes as nanofluidic diodes are at a capacity to be employed for monitoring the PCR progress.